
Strengthening Asset Recovery at The Inspectorate of Government 

The decision by the IG to establish the Asset Recovery Unit in 2017 has been a clear 
indicator of a sea-change in its anti-corruption strategy, making asset recovery a core 
part of its function. 

The Asset Recovery Unit (ARU) at the Inspectorate of Government (IG) is a unit under 
the Directorate of Legal Affairs, providing support to all other Directorates of the IG. It 
was established at the start of 2017, as there was a growing recognition that more 
attention needs to be given to asset recovery and that the IG needed a dedicated asset 
recovery function. Mr. Simon Ogwal Kajura, who heads the Asset Recovery Unit, 
credits this awareness in good part to SUGAR TAF. SUGAR TAF worked with the IG 
leadership in conceptualizing the unit and provided training and advised the ARU 
team. SUGAR TAF has also provided some financial support to get the unit up and 
running with computers and office equipment. 

The Asset Recovery Unit has three mandates. The first is, unsurprisingly, asset 
recovery. This includes recovery of stolen or illicit goods following criminal convictions, 
reparations resulting from administrative sanctions, and the recovery of legal costs in 
cases where the IG has been sued and won with costs awarded. The second mandate 
is to coordinate mutual international cooperation on legal issues, including financial 
intelligence. Thirdly, the unit acts as a key liaison point between the IG and the 
Financial Intelligence Authority. 

Money laundering only became an offence in Uganda in late 2013, so legal actors in 
Uganda were not well versed in how to trace illicitly acquired wealth. There was no 
mechanism for enforcing or tracking compensation orders, leading to a culture of 
impunity. As Mr. Kajura explains, “People would simply ignore because our follow-up 
has not been very forceful. The best someone could do is make a phone call and say 
“When do you intend to pay?” and the person would make whatever excuses or 
promises and that was it. Then maybe another phone call after a year or two. And 
eventually people died, documents were forgotten or lost...” 

This is beginning to change. Mr Kajura reports, “We now have judgements where the 
judges have queried: “Why didn’t you pursue the money?” The Asset Recovery Unit is 
the mechanism for proactively collecting. It appears likely that the legal framework for 
civil recovery will be strengthened in the near future, which#h will further aid their 
work. Mr. Kajura and his staff are optimistic that this is the beginning of a paradigm 
shift.  

 

 



 

 

 

 

“SUGAR TAF’s expert advice has been an eye opener for many...With respect 
to asset recovery, until maybe two or three years ago, the ultimate aim of 
prosecution was to secure a conviction, the ultimate aim of an investigation 
was to uncover evidence of criminality or misconduct. It was enough for 
someone to admit guilt and then enjoy the proceeds of what they’d done. 
Now, it is impossible for someone to feel comfortable with securing conviction 
alone...So if there is one thing I’d take from what SUGAR TAF has done, it is 
that it has expanded the view of what anti-corruption is.” 

- Simon Ogwal Kajura, head of the Asset Recovery Unit at the IG 

Partly due to strengthening of the asset recovery function, in Financial 
Year 2018/2019, IG recoveries amounted to UGX 1,192,024,540, a 94% 
increase in total recoveries from the previous year. 
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